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Topic: Financial Literacy Program &
BSE Investors Awareness Programme
Aim of the Workshop:

The aim of the workshop is to educate learners on simple concepts of personal
finance. The course covers in simple language topics such as income, taxation,
expenditure, savings & investment avenues, borrowing, managing risk, budgeting.

Financial literacy is the ability to understand and effectively use various financial
skills, including personal financial management, budgeting, and investing. The
meaning of financial literacy is the foundation of your relationship with money,
and it is a lifelong journey of learning. The earlier you start, the better off you will
be because education is the key to success when it comes to money.

Faculty & Contribution:

S.r. No Faculty Name Contribution

1 Dr. Garud D.P. Principal

2 Dr. Solankar R R Convenor

3 Dr. Mothe P.S.. Organizing Secretory

4. Dr.Balaji More Co Organizing Secretory

5. Dr.Kharose B.S. Co Organizing Secretory



Resource Person



Summary of the Workshop:
The speakers started the session by providing an insight about some key topics
discussed.

 The term financial literacy refers to a variety of important financial skills
and concepts.

 People who are financially literate are generally less vulnerable to financial
fraud.

 A strong foundation of financial literacy can help support various life goals,
such as saving for education or retirement, using debt responsibly, and
running a business.

 Key aspects to financial literacy include knowing how to create a budget,
plan for retirement, manage debt, and track personal spending.

 Financial literacy can be obtained through reading books, listening to
podcasts, subscribing to financial content, or talking to a financial
professional.

 How many types of Digital Payment System
 How to handle Bhim API Transactions
 Need of new technology
 8 Habits to Stay Cyber-Safe
 Keep your devices, browsers, and apps up to date.
 If it's suspicious, report it!
 How to Use the Digital Payment System
 92% of the world’s currency is digital while 44% of businesses are up for

digital transformation.
 Number of IoT devices expected to reach 75 billion by 2025.
 Cyber Security- Challenges with digitalization.
 Career opportunities, skill set required and responsibilities associated with

them.
 “What kinds of technology’s needs?”
 “What are the truths and myths about digital transactions?”
 “What to do after an online fraud?”

Hence, it was a really knowledgeable and interesting session. All the students
and teachers thanked for inspiring everyone Workshop by Mr.Rahul Panchal.
The society looks forward to conducting more such Workshops in the future.



Why Is Financial Literacy Important?

The lack of financial literacy can lead to a number of pitfalls, such as
accumulating unsustainable debt burdens, either through poor spending
decisions or a lack of long-term preparation. This, in turn, can lead to poor
credit, bankruptcy, housing foreclosure, or other negative consequences.

GLIMPSES FROM THEWORKSHOP

Anchoring by Dr.Prashant Mothe, President of Carrer Katta



Felicitation of Mr. Rahul Panchal by Hon.Prin. D.P.Garud





Felicitation of Hon.Prin. D.P.Garud by Prof Ram Solankar



Introducing Programme by Prof Ram Solankar Sir



Resource Person’s Talk













List of Participants:







Course Outcome:

There are 59 teaching and non-teaching staff have attended the training
successfully. This, Financial Literacy progarmme, aim at reaching out to people
in remote areas as well as unbanked locations. The aim is to educate them about
various financial services and tools made available to them by the banking
infrastructure. Students have lerant Financial literacy & the knowledge of how to
make smart decisions with money. This includes preparing a budget, knowing how
much to save, deciding favorable loan terms, understanding impacts to credit, and
distinguishing different vehicles used for retirement. These skills help individuals
make smarter decisions and act more responsibly with their personal finances.


